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Abstract
GC-MS productivity was increased 13% without
changing any of the method parameters. Gains
were realized immediately simply by improving
the oven ventilation during the cool-down step
with the GC Chaser. Time savings were realized
immediately upon installation. The method did
not have to be re-validated because none of
the separation conditions were altered.

Introduction
GC test methods and equipment play an integral
part of nearly every field of chemical testing. A
scientist might view GC as a very mature field
because both theory and practice are well
understood. On the other hand, a lab manager
views his fleet of GCs as a financial resource
because test results and sample analysis generate
revenue. As a result managers are always on the
lookout for faster and more cost-effective ways
to streamline operations and maximize the
earning potential of their equipment. This is
especially true for expensive systems such as
GC-MS. Fast GCs, new methods, techniques and
accessories that can achieve higher sample
throughputs are important tools for attaining
higher profitability.

Fast GC Accessories
Thermal agility describes the ability of an oven
to heat up and cool down fast. Both steps
comprise the complete cycle time and together
they determine sample throughput. Lab
managers recognize that cost effective fast GC
accessories provide an attractive alternative to
buying new equipment because they require little
or no bench space and do not eat up extra costs
for consumables and support equipment.

Zip Scientific manufactures the GC Chaser, a
GC accessory design to reduce the cool-down
time between runs. Shown in Figure 1, the GC
Chaser is pneumatically connected to the intake
vent of the GC oven via a flexible aluminum
duct. Oven activity is monitored by placing a
current transducer on one of the oven heater

wires. The GC Chaser automatically activates a
centrifugal fan at the end of the temperature
program. The oven ventilation is dramatically
improved resulting in significant time savings
and higher sampler throughput.

Case Study
Alpha Laboratories, Westborough MA
(www.alphalabs.com) is a U.S. leader in
environmental testing. They have three separate
environmental testing facilities in the
northeastern United States. The Alpha Labs
facility in Westborough MA was selected as the
test site for this case study. Scott Enright is the
lab manager; he uses the GC Chaser to increase
the sample throughput by fast oven cool-down.
Table 1 summarizes the data demonstrating the
productivity gains achieved with these two fast
GC accessories.
Figure 1 shows two ENCON purge and trap
systems connected to one Agilent GC-MS.
Normally the 11 min purge step is the slowest
step in the cycle therefore, there is no benefit to
cooling the oven down fast. However, with two
ENCON systems taking turns feeding the GC the
oven cool-down step limits the sample
throughput.

Figure 1. P&T with GC-MS Equipment for EPA
Method 8260 at Alpha Labs

The GC Chaser and can be seen in the lower
right corner of Figure 1. It was placed on the
floor behind the bench and connected to the GC
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intake vent via a 4" diameter flexible aluminum
duct. The GC Chaser monitored the oven activity
with a current sensor that snapped around one of
the oven heater wires. By monitoring the current
sent to the oven heater the GC Chaser determines
when the temperature program ends and then it
turns on the blower to quickly cool the GC with
ambient air. The system is completely automated
and eliminates the use and expense of liquid
CO2 tanks.

Results
Quantifying the results from fast oven cool-down
tests is simple. The complete cycle time is
measured with and without the GC Chaser
installed. Translating the results from one
installation to other labs, however, is not entirely
straightforward. Cool-down performance can be
affected by the ambient temperature and
ventilation conditions surrounding the GC. Is the
GC backed up against a wall or other obstruction
to free flowing ventilation? Is there any
restriction caused by ducting on the oven
exhaust? In these regards different installations
will experience somewhat different results.

For this specific case study, Figure 1 shows the
GC sitting on an open bench with adequate
ventilation. Therefore, these results suggest a
conservative estimate of the time savings. The
benefits would be greater for situations
exhibiting poorer ventilation.

Temperature programs for Method 8260 run
from 30C to 240C. It is very difficult for the GC
oven to cool back down to 30C. The GC Chaser
reduced the cool-down time from 12 minutes
to 4 minutes. The complete cycle time was
reduced from 25 minutes to 17 minutes,
representing a 50% increase in productivity.
The method did not have to be re-validated
because separation conditions remain
unchanged.

Conclusion
This case study demonstrates the advantages of
using the GC Chaser to increase lab productivity.
The equipment is simple to install, requires no
operator training and is rugged enough to stand
up to the rigorous requirements of 24/7 test lab
schedules. In addition to savings gained from not
purchasing new GCs these accessories eliminate
the need for all of the associated support
equipment including additional bench space,
columns, autosamplers, computers and syringes.
Even the added cost of carrier gas is eliminated

by maximizing the potential of the single GC.
The offers an attractive option to lab managers
for streamlining operations, reducing costs and
maximizing profits.

Acknowledgement: We thank Scott Enright of
Alpha Laboratories Inc. for data used in this
report.
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Figure 2. Method 8260 Chromatogram
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